Preference reversal between impulsive and self-control choice.
In a concurrent-chains procedure, pigeons chose between reinforcers varying in delay and amount. Reinforcer amount was determined by duration of access to grain, and delay was determined by fixed-interval schedules in the terminal links. Preference was measured by the ratio of responses in initial links. Dependent scheduling of variable-interval schedules in initial links ensured that delay and amount were not confounded with frequency of outcomes, which remained equal for the two choices. In Experiment 1, in components signaled by red keys in the initial links, small and large reinforcers were delivered after delays of 1 s and 10 s respectively. In components signaled by green, additional time was added to both delays. Smaller-sooner reinforcers were preferred in red components. In green components, smaller-sooner reinforcers were preferred at short delays, and choices for the larger-later reinforcer generally increased with increasing duration of the added delay. At longer delays, up to 15 s, the larger-later reinforcer was preferred. That is, the pigeons showed within-session preference reversal, with impulsive choice at short delays in red components and self-control choice at long delays in green components. In Experiment 2, added delay to both reinforcement and reinforcer amount were varied. Sensitivity of initial-link response ratios to ratios of amount increased with increasing duration of the added delay. This interaction between delay and amount was predicted if the temporal discounting functions assumed the magnitude effect in which discounting rate was inversely proportional to amount. It was also predicted by the contextual choice model of performance in concurrent-chains procedures.